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THE GREAT DISCONNECT

In our last Market Commentary, we remarked that the first quarter of 2020 was the worst 
for the Dow Jones Index in 124 years. Looking back on the second quarter, one is reminded 
of that old Nebraska saw, ‘if you don’t like the weather, just wait awhile. It’ll change.’ 
The S&P 5001 rose 20% in the second quarter, marking its best quarter this century.

This has caused many to remark that the market’s recovery seems oddly incongruous with 
an economy facing its sharpest contraction ever and a pandemic still very much in its first 
wave. While markets discount the future, and stocks and the real economy often diverge, 
prognosticators struggle to explain its strength. The Fed has provided the Mother of all 
stimulus, near infinite liquidity, and forward guidance on rates, which they’re ‘not even 
thinking about thinking about raising’. The CARES Act* has provided $2 trillion in fiscal 
stimulus, equivalent to 9% of GDP. Some states have selectively reopened, allowing many 
economic indicators to go from dire to just plain awful.

But if the economy stabilizes at 90% of its run rate in January, that would still represent 
one of the worst recessions since the Great Depression, which may strike some as a peculiar 
backdrop for a bull market. Let’s take a moment for a brief thought experiment. If stocks 
were somewhat appropriately priced in January, what are they now?
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All of this to say that the Fed has done everything in its power and then some to shore up the 
economy. But just as borrowing today lowers consumption tomorrow, we suspect the Fed has 
driven up asset prices beyond what the current fundamentals would suggest. While bargains 
were plentiful in March, they’ve quickly gone into hiding.

While we don’t doubt that this approach is likely to reduce permanent damage to the 
economy and delay corporate bankruptcies, it could also yield unintended consequences. 
Many are sounding the alarm about inflation but after 12 years of their yelling fire in a 
crowded theater, we suspect deflation is the bigger risk. Some point to zombie firms, those 
kept in business only by the existence of easy money, which robs the economy of the creative 
disruption necessary to stoke innovation. But then one looks at constituents of the Nasdaq 
and this worry quickly dissipates.

If you’ll forgive a philosophical tangent, what strikes us as most odd is investors’ diminished 
role in price discovery. The Fed has always controlled short term rates; now they want to 
control long term rates. By buying corporate bonds (including those recently downgraded to 
junk) they encourage lending to the less than credit worthy. By reducing the attractiveness of 
fixed income, they are incentivizing risk-taking in equities, which may lead to indiscriminate 
buying.

All of this is to say that the Fed’s interventions have temporarily divorced prices from 
fundamentals and we are on guard for unintended consequences. The dollar’s status as the 
world’s reserve currency currently appears sacrosanct, but there are a few trillion more of 
them sloshing around than there was just a few months ago. Debt monetization has 
ramifications for stability as politicians may find it difficult to resist the temptation to create 
wealth from thin air. While income inequality is a necessary byproduct of capitalism, we 
suspect the Fed’s actions may be exacerbating it.

As for the virus, we are not experts, but even the experts seem unable to agree. We suspect 
that hopes for a quick recovery or outright containment seem like longer than normal shots. 
Regarding a vaccine, the world is waiting on science to do its thing and that takes time, but 
we remain hopeful. In our experience, good things rarely come to those with a time horizon 
shorter than the market. While the news cycle provides a steady stream of reasons to panic 
and there are no guarantees of future performance, we look at the businesses we own and 
we’re encouraged by their five to ten-year earnings outlook.

We suspect that economic activity bottomed in April, that investors will be willing to give 
companies a pass on second quarter earnings and that economic data may continue to 
improve. Much like the stock market, a sharp contraction followed by a sharpish recovery 
seems a likely path for the real economy. Some businesses will be extremely hard hit (travel, 
retail and energy come to mind) and may face permanent impairment. While others, like 
technology companies have actually benefited.
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This is the path the economy is currently on. However, should COVID cases continue to 
accelerate, we may see more extreme quarantine measures which would likely alter the 
trajectory of the recovery. Whether people will comply with them is another question. The 
recovery may not be linear, comparisons may occasionally be negative month-over-month, but 
we suspect April was the nadir in economic activity.

Members of the Fed have hypothesized that a recovery could take until 2022, and while this 
may prove optimistic, it still seems favorable to a 10-year treasury at 0.62%. The opportunity 
costs of waiting simply aren’t that high.

While this is scant reassurance, our investment team has over 100 years of combined 
experience navigating both bull and bear markets. Our philosophy of buying high quality 
businesses with strong balance sheets and long reinvestment runways still seems appropriate 
given the circumstances. We appreciate your confidence and trust in our firm, and as always, if 
you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to your relationship manager.

Bridges Investment Management Investment Committee
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DISCLOSURES AND IMPORTANT INFORMATION

This communication is provided to clients of Bridges Trust Company (BTC), Bridges Trust Company of South Dakota (BTC-SD) and 
Bridges Investment Management, Inc. (BIM) for informational purposes only and is not a recommendation to purchase, hold, or 
sell any security. We believe the information presented is reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Each investor’s 
situation is unique, so please work with your Investment Adviser or Trust Officer to develop an individualized investment plan 
before investing.  "Bridges Trust" and its logo reference independent services offered by BTC, BTC-SD, and BIM. Trust, custody 
and related services are provided by BTC, a trust company chartered through the Nebraska Department of Banking and Finance, 
and BTC-SD, a trust company chartered through the South Dakota Banking Commission.

BTC and BTC-SD utilize the investment management services provided by BIM and certain individual clients also utilize 
investment management services directly with BIM, an investment adviser registered with the SEC, with further information 
available at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/108028 and www.bridgesinv.com. The registration of an investment adviser does not 
imply any level of skill or training.

*The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act was passed by Congress as an economic relief package 
delivering over $2 trillion to the American people addressing public health and economic impacts of COVID-19.

Indices and economic data are the property of their respective owners, all rights reserved. 1S&P 500 return is reflective of 
performance with the reinvestment of dividends/income and is exclusive of advisory fees that would reduce actual performance 
returns if included.

Investing involves risk and the possibility of loss.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS:  This communication contains forward-looking 
statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties. We believe it is essential to communicate our expectations to our 
clients. However, there may be events in the future that we are not able to predict accurately or over which we have no 
control. Actual results or actual business or other conditions may differ materially from those contemplated by any forward-
looking statements, and we are not under any duty to update the forward-looking statements contained herein. Given these 
risks and uncertainties, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward- looking statements.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING THIRD PARTY INFORMATION: This communication includes financial information, market 
data, and certain other statistical information and estimates based on reports and other materials prepared by other 
independent sources, as well as management's own good faith estimates and analyses. We believe this third-party information 
to be reputable but have not independently verified it. Information that is based on estimates, forecasts, projections, market 
research, or similar methodologies or assumptions is inherently subject to uncertainties, and actual events or circumstances 
may differ materially from events and circumstances reflected in this information.

Visit bridgestrust.com for more information on Bridges Trust’s capabilities.
To read more commentary provided by Bridges Trust, please visit our INSIGHTS page.

Please email us to update communication preferences.
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